Tools for Assembling Paper Mini’s Kit
! You may want to see the Ann’s Tool Box tutorial found on the
website.
! X-acto knife and fresh blade, small detailing scissors and tweezers
! Metal straight edge ruler. Press against the paper fold lines to make
even and clean creases.
! A small artist's paintbrush for applying glue, small piece of
aluminum foil to use as a glue pot, and a fast-grab, quick-dry craft
glue. White craft glue takes too long to dry and is messy. Glue stick
will work, but becomes brittle and pops loose after time.
! Metal and glass clear-dry bonding cement.
! A round toothpick or something that has a small circumference
! Little piece of facial tissue
! A good cutting surface such as a self-heal cutting pad. You get a
much better cut than with cardboard and your blade will last so much
longer.

Assembly Instructions

Sachet Packets
1. Cut out a packet and fold back against the front. Use your straightedge to obtain the straightest folds.
2. Fold top, bottom and side tabs on a packet so that the front is the
exact same size as the back of the packet.
3. Paint glue to the side tab – the colored side – and press the packet
back against it.
4. Paint glue to the blank side of the bottom tab and press the tab to the
colored side of the back panel. If you have accidently glued the
packet shut, use an X-acto knife and slip it into the envelope to break
the bond.
5. If you want true realism, place a little talcum powder or soap powder
into the packet. Next, glue top tab shut against the back of the
packet.
6. Repeat steps 1-5 for the other five packets.
Reproduction French Bar Soap Boxes
1. Cut and fold pieces to logically form shape of bar soap boxes.
2. Glue the long side tab to the blank interior surface of a box.
3. Fold down the three plain tabs, paint glue to the blank inner surface
of the forth panel and press shut.
4. Repeat for the other two boxes.
5. Have a buddy help you to tie ribbon around stack or use the aid of
glue in stages to tie up stack.
Bath Beads Package
1. Refer to the older tutorial at the end of the library list titled Flour
Bag.
2. Make cuts along white dotted lines.
3. Fold along all the purple dotted lines.
4. Glue the side tab as indicated.
5. Fold down the rectangular panels at the bag openings.
6. Paint glue to the undersides of the pointed panels and press them
against the other panels until completely flat.
7. Glue gold seal to the top of the bag.
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Dusting Powder Box and Puff
1. Refer to the Paper Minis website photo tutorial titled Hatbox, 8sided Paneled. Use tweezers liberally to help you get to the little
nooks and crannies.
2. Cut out the pieces of the powder box. Fold down the lid’s eight
panels at their connection to the octagon. Then fold the box bottom’s
eight panels the same way. Note: with fitted lid products, think small
when assembling the bottom piece and think large when assembling
the top piece.
3. Fold the lid’s eight tabs at their connection to each side panel.
Repeat for the eight tabs found on the main box.
4. There is a lining panel at the end of each of the eight lid side panels.
Fold down each one. Do the same for the main box as well. To
clarify, the lining panels are the panels that extend past the end of
each tab.
5. Paint glue on the box’s first tab. Use tweezers to press a good bond
between tab and adjoining panel. Repeat for all eight panels on box.
6. Repeat step 5 for the box lid.
7. Fold lining panels of box bottom outward for easy access. Apply
glue to blank surface of first lining panel, then glue into place inside
box. Repeat for all 8 lining panels of the box bottom. Use tweezers
to bond surfaces and pinch the top edge so that the lid will fit.
8. Repeat step 7 for the lining panels on the lid, including pinching
edge with the tweezers.
9. Fit the octagon shaped lid lining and glue into place. Always test a
fit before apply glue to any part.
10. Repeat step 9 for the box octagon shaped lining.
11. Glue long pearl seed bead at a 90 degree angle into “puff”. Hold
gold seed bead in the tweezers and dip into glue. Place bead into
hole of the long pearl seed bead.

Lidded Bath Salts Box
1. Refer to the Paper Minis website photo tutorial titled Candy Box.
Cut and fold all the pieces at the logical fold lines to create basic
shape.
2. Paint glue to the four corner tabs of the box lid (color side), then
press tabs to inner blank surface of box using a pair of tweezers to
get a good clean bond.
3. Repeat step 2 for the box bottom.
4. Fold the lining panels of the box lid outward and apply a thin coat of
glue to each using the paint brush. Fold the lining panels back
inward and press lining blank surface against box side’s blank
surface. It works best to do one side at a time to avoid glue drying
too quickly. Use tweezers to pinch sides to make as thin as possible
so that top will fit to bottom of box.
5. Apply a thin coat of glue to the folded blank side of the lid's
decorative panel. Fold in half and press tightly for a clean bond. Do
the same for the bottom’s decorative panel.
6. Apply a thin coat of glue to the top of the box lid. If you have
forgotten which is the box lid, it is the larger of the two. Center and
press securely the decorative panel to the box lid.
7. Repeat step 6 for the box bottom.
8. Fold down the sides of the faux salts cubes and place inside the box,
or fill with the six bath salts packets.
9. Fit lid over bottom of box when glue is completely dry.
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Accessories for A Lady’s Dressing Table
to Scale for 1” Dollhouses (1:12)
Prod. No. h1is004b ~ Ladies’ Dresser Set 1
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